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Bestselling author Denis Waitley offers timeless and timely advice on how to apply his
philosophy to the digital age and attain personal and professional excellence today. ". . . a
compelling game plan for winning at life . . ." - MEHMET OZ, M.D., Emmy-winning Host, The
Dr. Oz Show"Denis Waitley has played a pivotal role in helping grow a small cellular nutrition
products company into one of the largest, most respected direct sales companies in the world,
with annual revenues surpassing $1 billion, while creating millions of customers globally. For
over twenty-five years his psychology of winning principles have been ingrained in the DNA of
our corporate culture through his inspirational, practical teachings as our primary spokesperson.
We look forward to The New Psychology of Winning, combining timeless wisdom—gained from
of his fifty-year career as a pioneer in the personal development industry—with fresh, new
insights and strategies to lead and succeed in this fast forward digital age." - KEVIN GUEST,
CEO and Chairman of the Board, USANA Health Sciences, Inc.Denis Waitley, bestselling author
of Seeds of Greatness, The Psychology of Winning, and The Winner’s Edge, is one of the most
respected and listened to voices on high performance achievement. In The New Psychology of
Winning he offers timeless and timely advice on how to apply his philosophy to the digital age
and attain personal and professional excellence today. The world has changed to be almost
unrecognizable since he recorded his original bestselling classic in the 1970s—going from the
late industrial age to the digital age and beyond. How has this digitization affected Denis’s
original message? How have the current trends in the marketplace affected those seeking
entrepreneurial success? How does this change affect our personal and professional life today?
In his patented, authentic, accessible, personable style, Denis will answer these questions and
show you how you can be a twenty-first century winner!

"Denis Waitley has earned the respect of everyone in the personal development industry. Over
the past fifty years Denis has helped literally millions of people to tap into their potential and alter
the course of their life. Denis is a master at causing people to look at the good in themselves and
then bring it to the surface to live the life of their dreams. I’m so pleased Denis is my Mentor and
my friend . . . winning is Denis’s way of living, do what Denis says and winning will be your way
of living as well." - BOB PROCTOR, Star of The Secret"Get ready for an incredible experience!
Denis Waitley has just written The New Psychology of Winning. When I read his first book, I
became a millionaire, and then a multimillionaire. It can do the same for you. This book will
change your life faster than you ever thought possible. It shows you how to unlock your potential,
increase your income and achieve your goals, no matter where you are today." - BRIAN S.
TRACY,Speaker, Author, Consultant"This book will change your life and is the culmination of
decades dedicated to helping other people win in every area of their life. Denis had a huge



impact on me during a tough time and reminded me vividly of what really matters. Dig into this
book today and share with those you love!" - TOM ZIGLAR, CEO of Zig Ziglar Inc."<The
Psychology of Winning has been a game changer for years for everyone from professional
athletes to those who have achieved greatness in business. I am thrilled that Denis has added
his incredible wisdom to this new version. It is destined to empower the next generation of high
achievers." - TOM HOPKINS, Author of How to Master the Art of Selling and The Language of
Sales"Not only is The New Psychology of Winning inspiring to read . . . it is also filled with
practical, down to earth stories that will awaken within you the winner’s attitude. It is a must read,
eloquently written, brilliant masterpiece on winning the game of life." - DR. JOHN DEMARTINI,
International bestselling author of The Values Factor."Denis Waitley’s teachings are iconic! In
Denis’s new book, The New Psychology of Winning, he gives us all the blueprint to not only
succeed in business, but to succeed in life. I can’t recommend highly enough that you get and
read this powerful book from one of the great thought leaders of this generation." - KYLE
WILSON, Founder Jim Rohn Int, KyleWilson.com and author of 52 Lessons I Learned From Jim
Rohn and Other Legends I Promoted"Nothing is more urgent than integrity and wisdom in the
borderless world, and no one offers better perspective and action steps for successfully
managing change than Denis Waitley." - HARVEY MACKAY, author Swim With the Sharks
Without Being Eaten Alive"I’m a Raving Fan of Denis Waitley. His original bestselling book The
Psychology of Winning was a game changer. Now there’s The New Psychology of
Winning―updated for today’s digital age. Every bit as impactful as the original, this version
brings new and relatable information and ideas to twenty-first century readers. Waitley’s
knowledge of people and neuroscience is a gift for every generation." - KEN BLANCHARD, co-
author of The One-Minute Manager and Leading at a Higher Level"Winning is more than luck or
happenstance; it’s a mindset, an attitude. In fact, it’s a lifestyle. Winners don’t always win―they
fail, too, but the difference between winners and losers is how they go about their business, turn
things to their advantage, and make things happen. Read this book to gain real insights on how
to perfect that winning attitude. Believe in your own success, not your own hype." - JEFFREY
HAYZLETT, Primetime TV & Podcast Host, Speaker, Author and Part-Time Cowboy"My good
friend Denis has done it again. By updating The Psychology of Winning, we are gifted one more
time by his brilliance. Thank you Denis, this is another treasure." - DR. TONY ALESSANDRA,
Author, Speaker, and Motivational Expert"Dr. Denis Waitley is a gift to all of us. Turn to any
chapter in this book (or any of the other sixteen books he has authored) read his words,
contemplate his teachings. Then ask yourself; ‘What would happen if I took action on what I’ve
just read?’ See what I mean?" - ANTHONY PARINELLO, Wall Street Journal Best-selling
author"For anyone wanting to know how to live a meaningful life, shift from old ways of thinking
to winning in life, this is a must read." - ADORA CRYSTAL EVANS, Celebrity Connector and
author of Majestic Money: The 30-Day Femme Manifesting Game"The last time I visited with
Denis, he spoke about all of the ideas and content he still had yet to write. Now, in The New
Psychology of Winning, I can appreciate just how much more he still has to teach us. What a



great book." - TONY JEARY, The RESULTS Guy, Founder, High Performance
Resources"Imagine being given the opportunity to have one of the greatest motivational minds
personally whisper in your ear the secrets of success. And imagine what it would it mean if what
they also shared with you how to apply those secrets to win and win more often. Well, we know
longer have to imagine, Denis Waitley has taken his Psychology of Winning to a whole new level,
continuing his legacy of being a difference maker in the lives of so many." - MICHAEL NORTON,
CEO & Founder of Tramazing"A trustworthy guide and companion, full of timeless principles of
success and prosperity for those who want to manifest a remarkable life journey." - TIBERIUS,
Founder of @lawofattractionlive IG community"There have been many authors, speakers, and
motivational guru’s who have shaped my outlook on winning, but maybe no one more than Denis
Waitley. Congratulations on this newest masterpiece of motivational excellence." - MICHAEL
ALTSHULER, Speaker, Peak Performance & Sales Expert"Of the 1,000’s of top-notch speakers/
authors I’ve met, I consider Denis my most prized mentor. If I had to build a Mount Rushmore of
self-help authors, Denis gets chiseled in with the best in history. This sequel to The Psychology
of Winning I bought five decades ago, will not only bring out the winner within you, but will
catapult you to the superstar status you have always dreamed of. Mark my words, when you
read this book, you’ll have the exact blueprints on how to get to the winner’s circle & claim your
victories!" - ELI MARCUS, Host of The Motivation Show podcast, CEO of Eli Marcus Success"I
was fortunate to listen to Dr. Denis Waitley’s life-changing audio program that was first published
in 1978. At that time, I was just starting out in my career and needed all of the business and self-
help advice I could get. Looking back, there is little doubt in my mind that Denis Waitley
contributed to my success. Now, forty-three years later, Denis has published a new book called
The New Psychology of Winning and I expect this book to positively impact millions of people. I
urge you to purchase this book, study the lessons inside, and apply them to your own life." -
DON GREEN, Executive Director, The Napoleon Hill Foundation"Denis Waitley is one of the
most listened to super thinking professionals of our time. His words of wisdom will illuminate,
enrich, and enchant you to fulfill your destiny. You will want to listen and re-listen and take
ownership of all he has to share. I have been his colleague, friend, and talked on many stages
together, I know that he is the real deal and as you hear him you will come to know it too. As you
listen, read, learn, and grow your future will become ever bigger, better, and brighter." - MARK
VICTOR HANSEN, World’s Bestselling Author, 312 books, 59 time New York Times #1, co-
creator of Chicken Soup for the Soul, One Minute Millionaire, and ASK! series."Denis Waitley
has been a favorite author of mine for years. His books have changed my life. His book Seeds of
Greatness was a game-changer for me. The New Psychology of Winning goes deeper and
shows us how to win in today’s climate. It’s a must-read for anyone looking to expand a current
business or re-invent themselves." - LISA HAISHA, Founder of SoulBlazing, Author, Speaker,
Life coach."Winning doesn’t happen by accident. Winning happens by design. In The New
Psychology Of Winning, personal development icon Denis Waitley employs his homespun style
and seasoned perspective to share practical wisdom, illustrative analogies, and real-world



strategies to help you win bigger than ever . . . all updated for today’s new realities. If you’re on
the path to a brighter future, you can’t afford to miss this rejuvenated classic." - ROBERT
HELMS, Host, The Real Estate Guys™ Radio & Television Shows"You have something special,
you have greatness in you. I’m Les Brown. I’ve been speaking for over fifty-two years and in my
speaking, I’ve been reflecting on my life recently. I just turned seventy-six. A book that had been
the foundation for my thinking and how I approach life, said something to me that hit me deeply:
people form habits and habits create futures. Those are the words of Denis Waitley and The
Psychology of Winning. And now we have got the new version and that’s something that we
need now more than ever before in the face of the Corona virus and people, so many feeling
hopeless and powerless and disconnected and lonely and stressed out. Denis Waitley’s words
have had such an impact on me. Even before I got into the speaking industry, it gave me a larger
vision of myself beyond my mental conditioning and my circumstances. He spoke not only to my
mind, but to my heart. He ignited something in me, the spirit of greatness. I’m eternally grateful.
This book stands on its own. This book will inspire you to become like Mother Teresa would say,
‘A pencil in the hand of God and start writing a new chapter and your life,’ The New Psychology
of Winning. I didn’t think that you can improve on perfection, but somehow my brother from
another mother found a way to do it. Every chapter is designed to take you to a place in yourself
that you cannot go by yourself. Denis Waitley, he’s an icon. He is a legend in this industry. It’s one
thing to speak for the eye. It’s one thing to speak for the ear. It’s something else to write for the
eye. He masters both. This is Les Brown. Get ready for your life to be changed. You have
something special. You have greatness in you, read The New Psychology of Winning and get out
of your head and pursue your greatness. That’s my story. And I’m sticking to it." - LES BROWN,
Speaker, Author and Speech Coach. Go to Hungrytospeak.com"An insight, a great insight into a
man who has come and lived the full circle. The latest book has taught me that thoughts aren’t
static, they evolve, but what may have seemed right thirty years, forty years ago can be
changed, can be rethought, can be modernized. This book will alter my life and has altered my
path of thinking and has given me such hope at the age of fifty-three." - SID DAVID, Spiritual
Teacher"Few books give you access to real practical ways to train your brain to win in life just like
the Olympians, NASA, and other elite leaders. Denis is a true pioneer in the field of positive
change and this book is a must read." - FORBES RILEY, Queen of Pitch, Actress, Entrepreneur
& Visionary"In The New Psychology of Winning, Denis Waitley shares all his in-depth knowledge
so that you can become a heartfelt leader in your field. His true heart and amazing wisdom will
inspire you and guide you in your future so that you can fully become the potential that you can
be." - MARIE DIAMOND, Global Transformational Leader, Best selling author and Master
Teacher starring in The Secret"The New Psychology of Winning is one of those few books that
you can’t stop reading once you pick it up and a book that you will read several times over the
course of your life. As someone who has spent their career helping people with their mindset, I
am so happy that this book was written. We need more winning!" - LORAL LANGEMEIER, The
Millionaire Maker and five time New York Times Best Selling Author"In The Psychology of



Winning, Denis Waitley created one of those rare life changing books that doesn’t exist often
enough in a world that can make use of such a book. I know because The Psychology of
Winning had such a big impact on my life. Now, he has done it yet again. Something I didn’t
know would be possible―building on a book that has transformed so many lives so that it can
yet again, transform many lives. He has once again created a road map to winning, but this time
for the twenty-first century." - COREY POIRIER, bLU Talks Founder, Author of the International
Bestseller, The Book of WHY and HOW"In the world of personal development and self-help The
Psychology of Winning has been a hallmark. Quoted by the most successful and referenced by
the most accomplished, it has stood the test of time. How appropriate that it is being revisited
and recalibrated for this time. I owe Mr. Denis Waitley a personal testimony of gratitude for the
impact and influence his seminal work had on my arrival in the US as a young immigrant. Forty
years has been called a ‘generation’ sociologically and theologically. Thank you Sir and may this
release impact the next ‘generation’ as it so profoundly did ours." - KRISH DHANAM, Author and
Speaker"There were three profound male role models in my life as I was growing up . . . My
Father, Brian Tracy, and the amazing Dr. Denis Waitley! Wow, I’m so excited for the world to learn
the fantastic and time proven principles in The New Psychology of Winning, delivered by one of
the best habits and mind mapping individuals on the planet." - ERIK “MR AWESOME”
SWANSON, Five Time #1 Bestseller Author"I love Denis’s new book. It’s packed full of gems
shared in a really concise and relevant way. Denis really reinforces positivity especially after the
year we’ve all just experienced." - PHIL COLLENb > of Def Leppard"Denis has given us all
another glimpse of his commitment to helping others achieve the highest levels of success in all
areas of life, including sales." - DAVE MATTSON, CEO, Sandler Training"Denis Waitley has
been a hero of mine for twenty years so I was thrilled to read The New Psychology of Winning.
This book is a gem just like Denis is a gem of a human being. It’s filled with a golden nugget after
golden nugget of wisdom. I actually laughed out loud at one point early on in the book because it
felt like I was highlighting the entire book! This is a book not just for reading, but for devouring!" -
MATT MORRIS, Bestselling Author of The Unemployed Millionaire"Denis Waitley is among the
best in teaching principles of living successfully." - ROBERT H. SCHULLER, bestselling author
Founding Pastor, Crystal Cathedral and Hour of Power"As a woman who built herself from
struggling-single-mom to owner of several million dollar businesses, I know beliefs are
everything. I am so glad I found this book; it will help me go to the next level. All the young boss
ladies I work with need this book and so does anyone else who wants to know what it takes to
transform." - SUHA IBRAHIM, Owner of Boss Beauty Makeup Academy, Sinner’s Tattoo, and
reality television"The New Psychology of Winning is powerful and transformational! It provides a
scientifically backed understanding of how to win. It’s a phenomenal read, that will take you to
the next level; to truly understand how to win at business and life―as Denis states in the book, it
all starts with your brain and rewiring it!": - TRICIA LOVE VARGAS, Publisher and Creative
Director at the LA Style Magazine"Denis Waitley’s life has placed him in the position of ‘the best
there is’ at getting employees to think and act like owners. It’s this simple: Get everybody you



can to read and listen to his teachings." - TOM PETERS, co-author In Search of Excellence"His
material is so fresh, so relevant, so needed, so beautifully expressed, and so vital to the kind of
change we all must undergo to succeed in this whitewater world of today." - STEPHEN COVEY,
Ph.D., author The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People"This renaissance man, who has
changed so many lives through his lectures and writings, has created a magic mirror that will
reflect back, to each individual, the kind of person he or she can become." - OG MANDINO,
author The Greatest Salesman In the World"Denis Waitley shows us, most graphically, the
difference between mythical, superficial success and the genuine article." - EARL
NIGHTINGALE, Twentieth Century Philosopher"Denis Waitley is one of the most inspiring men
of our time. And he has the rare ability to motivate every reader and listener." - NORMAN
VINCENT PEALE, Minister Emeritus Foundation for Christian Living Author, The Power of
Positive Thinking"I’ve appeared many times with Dr. Waitley and my advice is to read and listen
to everything you can from this man." - JOHN WOODEN, Head Coach emeritus UCLA
Basketball Team"I’ve been a disciple of Denis Waitley and his Psychology of Winning since he
addressed our National Championship Team." - VINCE DOOLEY, former Athletic Director The
University of Georgia"I’ve never met a person who couldn’t use a helping hand. For me, Denis
Waitley’s hand has always been there through his tapes and, for that, I will be eternally grateful."
- ROCKY BLEIER, President Rocky Bleier Enterprises Former fullback, Pittsburgh Steelers
Superbowl Champions"From the day I met Denis Waitley, he has been my source of inspiration
and I feel honored to have worked with him. In my sad or low moments, I think of him and smile."
- WILMA RUDOLPH, Triple Gold Medal Olympic Champion Track and FieldDenis Waitley tells
how to overcome setbacks, how to find self-esteem, and how to apply his practical approach to
setting goals. The Waitley Way works!" - W. CLEMENT STONE, Pioneer The Positive Mental
Attitude Movement"Lives there a man―or a woman―who doesn’t cherish the dream of
becoming a winner? Denis Waitley has given the world a blueprint for success in achieving that
dream." - MARY KAY ASH, chairman emeritus Mary Kay Cosmetics"Denis is a mentor for all of
us. He has special stuff!" - PAT RILEY, President The Miami Heat NBA"I have always believed
that it takes work and perseverance for even the naturally gifted to become winners. Through his
research, Denis Waitley confirms this premise and creatively takes us step-by-step to become
more consistent, top-level performers in our careers and daily lives." - ROGER STAUBACH,
President The Staubach Company Hall of Fame Quarterback Dallas Cowboys NFL"Denis
Waitley’s psychology of winning changed my life. I draw on his strength to help me make
decisions affecting American athletes, many of whom achieve world-class status." - TOM
WILKINSON, Colonel, USAF ret., United States Olympic Committee --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorBest-selling author and speaker, Denis Waitley has painted
word pictures of optimism, core values, motivation and resiliency that have become indelible and
legendary in their positive impact on society. He has studied and counseled leaders in every
field, including Apollo astronauts, heads of state, Fortune 500 top executives, Olympic gold
medalists and students of all ages and cultures. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WINNINGTHE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WINNINGTOP
QUALITIES OF A 21ST CENTURY WINNERDENIS WAITLEYPublished 2021 by Gildan Media
LLCaka G&D MediaTHE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WINNING. Copyright © 2021 Denis Waitley.
All rights reserved.No part of this book may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any manner
whatsoever, by any means (electronic, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), without the prior
written permission of the author, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
articles and reviews. No liability is assumed with respect to the use of the information contained
within. Although every precaution has been taken, the author and publisher assume no liability
for errors or omissions. Neither is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the
information contained herein.FIRST EDITION 2021Front Cover design by Tom McKevenyInterior
design by Meghan Day Healey of Story Horse, LLCLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication Data is available upon request10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1To the most loving children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren who are the essence of my “why.” Each of you—in your
own, unique way—has learned to be kind to everyone you meet and to cherish all life in the
natural world.ContentsAcknowledgmentsForewordONEA New Paradigm of WinningTWOThe
Psychology of Winning RevisitedTHREEWinning in the Twenty-first CenturyFOURThe Inner
WinnerFIVEA Winner by Choice: TAKING RESPONSIBILITYFOR OUTCOMES IN AN
UNPREDICTABLE WORLDSIXA Winner’s Desire: MOTIVATING CHANGE BY REWARD, NOT
FEARSEVENWinning Mind, Winning Body:THE POWER OF BELIEF AND OPTIMISMEIGHTA
Winner’s Virtual World:HOW IMAGINATION RULES THE FUTURENINEThe Winner’s Brain
Train:REWIRING HABIT PATTERNS FOR SUCCESSAdditional
ResourcesAcknowledgmentsDan StrutzelPresident, Inspire ProductionsDan is the maestro who
orchestrated this book. No Dan, no book. As a prominent author and creative content developer,
with over twenty-three years serving as V.P. of Publishing at Nightingale-Conant Corporation—
who helped to publish and market the original Psychology of Winning audio album—he is the
only person capable of making this happen. During the first major lockdown from the Covid
pandemic early in 2020, Dan’s sixteen hours of long-distance phone interviews with me gave us
a starting point that resulted in what I consider to be the most significant work in my careerGilles
E. DanaPresident, Principal and CEO of G&D MediaTo me, G&D Media is the future of
publishing in the personal development industry. How fortunate I am to be working with the best
team in the country at this point in my career. As former President and Publisher of the award-
winning Simon & Schuster New Media Division, Gilles Dana provided the leadership—during a
period of significant expansion—that maintained the industry profile of one of the world’s largest
publishing companies that was unique among all book publishers.Only a visionary, like Gilles
Dana, could have taken the more than twenty books and audio programs published over my fifty-
year career and produced The New Psychology of Winning. I believe this one book combines
the timeless principles in the original work, with a dynamic, fresh approach that resulted in the
finest book that bears my name. I want to thank Gilles Dana for believing that this book could
become important to a new generation of readers and learners.Thanks to: Evan Litzenblatt,



Director of Operations at G&D Media for managing and running one of the industry’s best-
functioning teams.Thanks to: Ellen Goldberg, Managing Editor at G&D Media for directing the
efforts of the best editorial and writing team with whom I have had the honor of working.Special
Thanks to Meghan Day Healey at G&D Media for creating the most accurate, relevant, and
important work in my fifty-year career. Her personal touch with both the interior design and her
interactions with me captured the roller coaster journey of my life and produced content in a
revealing and conversational way that can be understood and internalized by any age group. It is
the one book among more than twenty of which I am most proud.Thanks to Tom McKeveny for
the outstanding cover design. His unique approach to present the “New” and graphic
interpretation of my work is simply the best. All of my colleagues agree that it has a “wow”
factorThanks to all at G&D who contributed to this outcome. I am forever grateful to be on your
team and I already have my next book in the formative stage.ForewordThe year 1976 was a year
to remember. A new startup called Apple was formed by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak; NASA
unveiled its first space shuttle; Nadia Comaneci scored the first ever perfect score in gymnastics
at the Olympic Games; and the Concorde supersonic jet entered service, cutting transatlantic
flying time to three and half hours.In that same year, at a local church, a little-known author
named Denis Waitley recorded some of the audiotape that would later become The Psychology
of Winning. It formed the foundation of an audio program that would ultimately be released in
1978 and change the history of self-mastery audio publishing. The original Psychology of
Winning went on to become the top selling audio program of all time, ultimately selling more
than two million copies and generating $100 million in sales.What was it about this incredible
collection of ideas that helped lay a foundation for the great personal development and
motivational industry of today? It was the combination of the practical, easy to apply, and life-
changing content, combined with the authenticity and credibility of the author.The content
revealed the ten qualities of a total winner. Not in the style of a Pollyannaish motivational lecture,
but rather in a clear, no-nonsense approach based on years of documented scientific research.
Using his studies of top Olympic athletes, Denis Waitley identified five attitudinal qualities and
five behavioral qualities that separated the winners from the average. He found that these ideas
could be applied by people in all walks of life to live a happier, more successful, more fulfilling
way of life. The program’s remarkable sales, as well as the thousands of thank-you letters and
emails that Denis has received around the world, reveal that the content is truly extraordinary.As
millions of people around the world have discovered, the man behind the ideas is equally
extraordinary. After graduating from the United States Naval Academy with a bachelor of science
degree, Denis was ultimately offered a position by the legendary medical researcher Jonas Salk
as a fundraiser at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies. As president of the International
Society for Advanced Education, inspired by Jonas Salk, he counseled returning POWs from
Vietnam and conducted simulation and stress management seminars for Apollo astronauts.
During the 1980s, he served as chairman of psychology on the U.S. Olympic Committee’s
Sports Medicine Council and was responsible for performance enhancement of all U.S. Olympic



athletes. He has also received the Youth Flame Award from the National Council on Youth
Leadership for his outstanding contribution to high school youth leadership.Denis has counseled
the winners in every field throughout his career, from Apollo astronauts to Super Bowl
champions, from sales achievers to government leaders and youth groups. He’s done it all with
his unique gift of communication, having written sixteen nonfiction books, many of which were
international best sellers, and speaking around the world. He has been inducted in the
International Speaker Hall of Fame.You may ask, “This is a nice historical review, but how does
all of this impact my life as I face the challenges and opportunities of the twenty-first
century?”That’s what this book is all about. Here Denis brings his original classic on winning up
to date so you can apply these ideas in a more relevant and useful way. This is The New
Psychology of Winning.Since Denis recorded his original classic in the 1970s, changes have
occurred that make the world today seem almost unrecognizable compared to what it was.
We’ve gone from the late industrial age to the digital age and beyond.How has the digitization of
our marketplace and our personal lives, particularly through the smartphone, affected Denis’s
original message? Have the major advancements in science, particularly neuroscience,
supported or changed Denis’s recommendations about forming new habits and mental
development? How have the current trends in the marketplace affected career and
entrepreneurial success? How have the major changes in mores and norms affected finding
meaning in life, developing personal happiness, and cultivating fulfilling personal relationships?
Read on. In a fascinating conversational style, Denis will answer all of these questions and many
more, presenting new ideas, research, and immediately applicable techniques for self-mastery
in the twenty-first century, all in his authentic and accessible personal style, with a touch of
humor mixed in.ONEA New Paradigm of WinningLet me start by telling a bit about my
upbringing and how it set the stage for my life’s work. I was raised in San Diego, California, in the
early 1930s. When I was a boy, I thought everyone was living in an $11,000 home where the
mortgage payment was $33 a month. I used to have my lunch packed by my mom, and it was a
sandwich and an apple; the sandwich was two pieces of bread, a little mayonnaise, a little
Nucoa, salt, and pepper. (Nucoa was lard with a little orange pill squeezed in to make it look like
butter.) I said, “What is this?”“It’s a chicken sandwich.”“But where’s the chicken?”“It’s a chicken
sandwich without the chicken. You have to go to the store and get the chicken.”In those days, of
course, there was no television, movies cost 10 cents, and we all lived with our families together
in little houses. I never went to bed hungry, but I must say I had a lot of pork and beans, tomato
soup, peanut butter sand wiches, Ritz crackers, and Jell-O with fruit cocktail. Those were our
staples, but we didn’t know any differently.When I was about eight years old, we heard President
Franklin D. Roosevelt talk about “yesterday, December 7, 1941, a day that will live in infamy.”
Germany declared war on us shortly after. We were in a wartime mentality until I became a
senior in high school.In the wartime era, we had no money, but I learned a great deal. I was
raised to ride my bike to the library every week and get a new book. My library card, an orange
card that had lots of little stamps on it, was more precious to me than a Mastercard would be



today. Reading was what we did in our family. We read and we listened to the radio, which is why
I’ve grown up to be auditory. I remember more of what I hear and what I’ve read; I don’t
remember as much of what I see.Those were my earliest recollections. I had a wonderful
childhood. We played cowboys and Indians, cops and robbers, and war games. We had tops, we
had marbles, and we went outside. We could go anywhere in the city. We didn’t have to go home
until dark. The doors were never locked. We didn’t know much about crime.I almost completely
forgot that it was my father who engraved the belief in me that my life would be viewed through
my eyes only. That may seem almost impossible since he left home in 1942 when I was nine
years old. My mother always talked about him as a loser who abandoned us. I felt confused and
insecure with her constant focus on his faults. Later I learned a different version of what
happened.My father had a tough childhood filled with hardships and rejection. He was smart,
talented, passionate about African wildlife, and was never angry or mean around us kids. He
gave up early on his potential and, as I came to understand as I matured, he decided to live
through his first born son, me, which happens to many unfulfilled parents. He had a great sense
of humor, but I vaguely recall that he was always self-deprecating and putting himself down: “I
missed my ship, son, but you’ll catch yours.” He would hold up a pack of Camel cigarettes and
say: “These things will kill you. That’s why they call them coffin nails. A pack a day takes ten
years away.” And, sure enough, it was a self-fulfilling prophecy for him.There were two
successive nights in March of 1942, that I suddenly and mysteriously remembered during the
editing phase of this book. I can’t explain why I had forgotten them nor why they were hitting me
now like a lightning bolt.As he was leaving my room at bedtime, Dad had a way of leaning back
against the switch by my door and rubbing against it to “magically” blow out my light like the
birthday candles on a cake. As he did his routine, Dad would say: “I’m blowing out your light now,
and it will be dark for you. In fact, as far as you’re concerned, it will be dark all over the world
because the only world you’ll ever know is the one you see through your own eyes. Good
night.”This was hard to understand at my age. It was confusing to think that the whole world was
dark when I was asleep and that the only world I would ever know was the one I would see
through my own eyes. What Dad was trying to tell me was that when I went to sleep at night, as
far as I was concerned, the world came to a stop. When I woke up in the morning I could choose
to see a fresh new world through my own eyes if I kept my light bright. In other words, if I woke up
happy, the world was happy. If I woke up not feeling well, the world was not as well off.The next
night changed my life forever. As he blew my light out, he added: “What I mean is that the
marvelous place between your right and left ear, your brain, is your universe. How you choose to
view life will always be the way life will be to you. Then, he kissed me and whispered, “Good
bye.” True, I couldn’t process much of the brain stuff he said.But even at nine, I knew the
difference between those two conflicting signoffs, and I cried myself to sleep.Rather than
abandoning us, as Mom had lamented, I found out Dad had joined the war effort and become an
officer aboard an oil tanker headed for the South Pacific for three years. These ships each
carried six million gallons of oil, supplying eighty percent of the fuel that was used by bombers,



tanks, jeeps, and ships. The bad news is that his ship was constantly targeted by Japanese
Kamikaze pilots. The good news is that every attempt was a near miss.When he returned after
the war, he moved to Los Angeles and started a new life. I only saw him once a year until he died
in 1984. He never knew I was a speaker and author. He never read or talked about any of my
books. He never knew that those two nights in 1942 spawned the premise for my seminal work.
And I never told him.How ironic that it was those two nights, buried deep in my memory, and not
what I had erroneously associated with my studies of prisoners of war who were stuck for years
in isolation, living only in their minds that became the center piece for the psychology of winning.
That simple premise was actually a gift from my Dad: “Life is perceived through the eye of the
beholder. It’s not what happens to you; it’s how you take it and what you make of it.” Better late
than never to give credit where it’s due. Thanks, Dad.Believe it or not, I grew up in San Diego in
the 1940s and ’50s without much racial prejudice. The president of my high school was African-
American in a school that was all white except for three African-American students. Our leader in
a middle-class community was also African-American.I loved my childhood, although I must say
there were a lot of roller-coaster feelings. My parents were always arguing about money or some
lifestyle problem. I grew up putting my pillow over my head and crying myself to sleep while they
were arguing. Finally they divorced.I have to give credit to some of my teachers, particularly an
eighth-grade social science teacher, Mr. Seely. Mr. Seely didn’t smoke and didn’t drink. Although
he was older, he could jump out the window and chase down the rascals in our junior high
school.Mr. Seely gave me As a Man Thinketh by James Allen for my eighth-grade graduation.
That book became a little bible for me; it became my most precious possession except for my
library card. I read it over and over again. It said that life was like a garden, and we’re
gardeners.Later on, in high school, I had a creative writing teacher named Mr. Clark. He said,
“You have a great gift for words, Denis. Words roll off your tongue, and you have a poetic way of
expressing yourself.”I said, “Well, Mr. Clark, I got this probably because I read a lot. I love to read
and go on imaginary trips in my mind.”“You have a real gift for writing,” he told me. “You ought to
develop that.”When I was twelve, I had written a poem called “An Autobiography.”My name is not
important.It isn’t even known.My face is unfamiliar;It is never shown.In fact, I’m really not
aliveExcept in the hearts of men,Remembered only once a yearAnd forgotten once again.I have
no sorrow or grief of mind,And I don’t know the meaning of pain,For I’m just the unknown
soldierWhose life was not in vain.When I was fifteen, I showed that poem to Mr. Clark. He said,
“You ought to develop your lyric ability. You seem to like rhymes; you’re a rhyming kind of guy.” I
think some of those early influences caused me to speak and write in a more poetic form.The
greatest influence in my life was my grandmother, Mabel Reynolds Ostrander; she had come
over from England, and she worked as a proofreader. I probably loved her more than any other
person. When my parents were arguing, I could hardly wait to go over to her house ten miles
away on my bicycle so we could grow our Victory garden together. (During World War II, we had
to grow our own vegetables, because the vegetables produced by farmers went overseas for the
fighting men and women.) That’s when the seeds of greatness were planted in me—between



ages nine and eleven, at my grandmother’s little frame house on West Pennsylvania Avenue in
San Diego.I didn’t write The Psychology of Winning as a winner; I wrote it for myself, because I
was losing. Instead of talking about all of the things that I had done to be successful, I was
coming out of the audience and telling people that I was like everyone else. I’ve made many
mistakes as a son, as a husband, as a father, now as a grandfather and great grandfather. I’ve
lived long enough to have made so many mistakes that my experiences (if I don’t repeat them)
become wisdom.The early years of the psychology of winning really developed at the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Maryland. I didn’t like Annapolis, because I didn’t want to be an admiral. I
wanted to be a writer like Rod Serling and maybe write a great screenplay. I wanted to go to
Stanford or the University of Southern California, but the Korean War began when I was a senior
in high school, and rather than being drafted, I went to Annapolis. When I was there, I found that
I stood near the top of my class in English and Spanish and after-dinner speaking. I was at the
bottom in the military and engineering subjects, so my bachelor of science in organization
management and engineering didn’t serve very well for what I hoped to do. It didn’t even serve
me well for my future assignment after graduation from Annapolis, which was to become a
highperformance, carrier-based, nuclear weapons delivery pilot.As a pilot, I had learned that if
you do it right in drill, you’ll do it right in life. I had learned that practice makes permanent, and I
have gone through many simulations in trying to get my airplane back to the carrier, because I
was a poet flying a high-performance piece of engineering equipment. All I knew is you turned
the key on, you put the gas on, you took off, and you tried to land; you did your best to pray you
would get back on the carrier.At the Naval Academy, I did musical club shows and a little after-
dinner speaking. People asked me, “Why did you come here if you like to express yourself
verbally?”“Because I’m serving my country, and that’s what everyone does, don’t they?”“Yes, but
you don’t seem like the career admiral type.”I said, “I guess as long as there is a war, there is
room for me.”After I left the Navy and was raising my family, I went to work as a fundraiser for Dr.
Jonas Salk, inventor of the polio vaccine, at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies. He
introduced me to some of the greatest minds—psychologist Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers at
the Center for the Study of the Person, Viktor Frankl, Holocaust survivor/author of the powerful
book Man’s Search for Meaning, and psychiatrist William Glasser. Dr. Salk told me, “Denis,
potentially, you’re a very dangerous young man. You have a wonderful imagination, and you have
a gift of being able to tell complicated stories in fun ways. Just remember, get your facts straight.
Make sure you’re science-based, and don’t tell people they can walk on water.”I went to
graduate school at a boutique university in La Jolla, California near the Salk Institute. It was a
work style university, ahead of its time. Although non-accredited, it would be viewed today as a
top choice for those who need to earn while they learn. You got credit for your work and life
experience. I actually went through the studies as one of my daughters, Dayna, did, after earning
a Master’s degree at the University of California, San Diego.It took me nearly three and a half
years of juggling evenings, weekends, homework and faculty meetings to get a master’s and a
doctorate in human behavior. My dissertation was written about returning prisoners of war.I



could find no documented evidence that a prisoner of war ever escaped from a minimum-
security camp during the Korean War. They only escaped from maximum-security camps. In
minimum-security camps, the captors were trying to brainwash you and give you the idea that
communism was great. They gave the prisoners more food; they gave them cigarettes; they
passed on letters from home. When the prisoners cooperated, they would give them special
privileges. No guard dogs, no barbed wire, no machine guns, yet no one attempted to
escape.Why? Because the captors separated the leaders from the followers. They put the
followers, people who were drafted, in minimum-security camps. If you didn’t know where you
would be going or what you wanted to do when you got home, if you didn’t have certain goals, if
you didn’t have religious beliefs, they knew that you could be brainwashed into their way of
thinking, so they would give you reasons to survive. They put leaders, people who wanted to get
back home to their families, in maximum-security camps.Because prisoners could not go
outside or do certain other things, they lived in their minds, and that became the centerpiece for
the psychology of winning. I came up with a simple premise for the manuscript for my proposed
audio book. I said, “Life is perceived through the eye of the beholder. It’s not what happens to
you; it’s how you take it and what you make of it. POW—does it mean prisoner of war, or is it
Prince of Wales? Is it power of women? Is it putting on weight?” When I was playing war games
as a little boy, POW might be the sound of a gun. To me, it finally meant psychology of winning. I
took the POW concept and used the returning prisoners of war as models for my program. I
made my doctoral paper more interesting for public audiences and converted it into a
manuscript that was later released as an audio program and a book.If you were to ask me which
ideas from the psychology of winning that I consider to be the most important, one would be the
idea that I’m as good as the best, but no better than the rest. Self-esteem does not have to be
earned; it’s not based on something that you’ve done. You don’t have to prove your worth,
because it was built in when you were created. It’s like a diamond, which needs to be cut and
polished for its precious value to come out.In other words, am I good in my clay, or do I have to
shape the clay in such a way to make it valuable? Do I have the potential to be more than I think I
am right now? Can I get out of my neighborhood, my environment? Can I get out of the uniform
that I was placed into? Is it possible for me to grow into somebody that I want to be? That belief
in your potential, I believe, is the essence of self-esteem.Self-confidence comes from proving
your belief in yourself by your little achievements and your small successes as you go along.
Self-esteem gives you permission to believe that you have something inside of you that should
be developed. That in itself creates motivation for you to seek, to learn, to read, to role-model, to
discover, because you believe that you’re worth more than your present circumstances. It
doesn’t matter where you’re coming from. You’re as good as anybody else—no better, but as
good.At Annapolis and as a pilot, I learned self-discipline. It is a way of resiliency, bouncing back
after setbacks, being able to handle failure. Failures are the fertilizer of success. You don’t like
them, but you go through them. I don’t know a single success who hasn’t failed and failed again,
then learned from the failure and used it as a means of correction. They would go back and risk



again, because they had the discipline and the resiliency to hang in when the going got
tough.Another influence in my childhood may have led me along this path. When my father left,
my mother became embittered, because she was stuck with three kids, and he was off in the
war and afterward went his way. She began to resent the fact that she was the breadwinner for
us children. Once I was fourteen, I never heard an encouraging word from her again for the rest
of my life. When I would go to play baseball, she would give me these rocks to carry around:
“Gee, it must be nice for you to be able to go play with your friends and have fun while your
mother slaves over your dinner. That’s OK. Don’t worry about me. I’ll be fine. I’ll have your dinner.
You just go and have a good time.”I would say, “Mom, I don’t have to go. I’ll clean my room. I’ll
mow the lawn.” I began to feel guilty and not very comfortable in my own skin.My mother was
very negative. I can understand why. In the end, she and I resolved those issues, and I held her
in my arms when she died at age ninety-seven.When I got on my bike and rode over to my
grandmother’s house, something changed. She would say, “Wow, here comes Mr. Potential, so
let’s go out and plant these seeds and grow this garden, and you’ll get a nice piece of apple pie
for dessert.” She would say, “Wow. You did a great job edging the lawn,” and “Oh, look what’s
coming up.”My grandmother gave me encouragement when I thought I was a mediocre person. I
had a leak in my self-esteem because of my mom. No matter what I would do, I had to prove
myself. I thought you had to be somebody special to feel good about yourself. Yet my
grandmother made me feel special simply because I had potential and could do a good job of
mowing the lawn. That became my way of breaking out into something better than I was
experiencing.I’m sometimes asked how the paradigm for winning has changed since I released
the original Psychology of Winning in the seventies. It’s true that the world the typical college
graduate will enter today seems vastly different from the world back then.Overall, I don’t think
the basic principles of winning have changed that much, except for our concept of winning. The
idea of winning as standing victoriously over a fallen adversary or looking out for number one
has finally changed. It’s really been tough, because people look at a winner, and it’s the typical
Nike expression: you don’t win the silver, you lose the gold. People see life in terms of winners
and losers.Winning is timeless in the sense that through all recorded time, it has been about
helping other people and giving more in value than you receive in payment. Those things have
been coming since the beginning of time. The ancient Greek idea of winning, which inspired the
Olympic games, was more that everyone came together and played in a gymnasium. The Greek
word gymnos means naked. The Olympic Games represented nakedness in your outward
appearance: you would test yourself against world-class standards and see if you were good in
a fast field of other winners. You used some kind of standard of excellence to perform against.
You really weren’t trying to beat somebody else.The basic principle of winning has never
changed. It’s about taking the potential you were born with, living up to it, and helping other
people at the same time as you realize your own dreams. As a man “thinketh in his heart, so is
he” (Proverbs 23:7). You become what you think about most of the time. Thoughts become
things.These principles have stayed the same since the beginning of time. Nothing has changed



there; what has changed dramatically is the delivery system. Attention spans are shorter. There’s
more of a desire for immediate gratification—wanting it now, trying to get it in small bites. The
speed at which knowledge and information are transmitted is also incredibly different. There’s
not much philosophy going on, and we don’t study history very much. We learn everything on
the fly, up front, close, and personal, in thirty seconds or less. We have also become more of a
skin-deep culture.We hear a lot about diversity training these days. You would think that by now
we would know that diversity is about the experiences that you’ve had—having a diverse
background, no matter where you came from. Yet it still seems to be something you see with
your eyes—the way people dress, the way they look, the way they come across. It’s a more
superficial response. So, believe it or not, winning is more superficial today than it used to be in
the 1970s.I believe that we learn mostly by modeling. We observe role models, whether they’re
good or bad, such as celebrities, sports heroes, Hollywood and rock stars, and maybe the
business executive who’s gone from rags to riches with a little digital app.We observe, we
imitate, we repeat. Repetition, repetition, repetition. That’s a major way of learning. Values are
usually not taught; they’re learned by watching. We watch our parents. We watch our teachers.
We watch our role models on television, and we learn how they behave. It looks cool; it looks
good to us. We’re desperate to belong to the in-group. We want to be needed. We’ll even belong
to a gang. Even if it’s wrong, at least we’re accepted and we’re part of the group.Role models are
tremendously powerful means of learning. An athlete might say, “I’m an entertainer; I’m not a role
model.” Actually, you are one of the greatest role models, because people worship you and want
to be like you. They want to dress like you, look like you, play like you, get paid like you, be
famous like you.Knowledge is different. You can read and gain knowledge; you can go to school
and gain knowledge. With self-awareness or introspection, you step back from the canvas of life,
and you take an honest look in the mirror at the person behind the mirror and say, “What am I
good at? What do I believe in? What’s important to me? What do I really want to be when I grow
up?” This has to do with introspection and authentic self-awareness. We don’t do much of that
today, in my opinion.But that’s why I always use this riddle: why do we do what we do when we
know what we know? Because we don’t do what we know; we do what we’ve learned. We’ve
learned by watching, modeling, and doing what others do. It becomes second nature, just like
driving a car or brushing our teeth. We do it by repetition, and then it becomes habitual. Once
we’ve learned a habit, we don’t even think about it.We know better than to smoke. We know
better than to have road rage, because we’ve learned from observing people who are angry and
upset. We learn by watching other people’s behavior, especially in dangerous or stressful
situations. That’s mainly how we get our learning.Insights into the mind have changed
dramatically since I first wrote my book in the 1970s. In fact, we’ve probably learned more in the
past ten years than in the fifty years before that. Those early years were mainly based on books
like Maxwell Maltz’s book Psycho-Cybernetics, which was first published in 1960. It equates the
mind with a navigational guidance computer such as you find in a missile or a torpedo. You see
the target on the horizon, and you have a homing torpedo with a navigational guiding system



built in. You fire the torpedo, and it makes corrections as it goes along, using negative feedback
to hit the target. If it’s programmed non-specifically, it wanders around distracted. The mind was
characterized that way when Psycho-Cybernetics was hot during the seventies and eighties.I
likened the robotic mind to R2-D2 from Star Wars. I have a little robot that goes around with me. I
tell it what I’m thinking at and I tell it what I see. I tell my little robot all my hopes and fears; it
listens and remembers everything it hears. At first, my little robot followed my command, but
after years of training, it’s gotten out of hand. It doesn’t care what’s right or wrong or what is false
or true. No matter what I try now, it tells me what to do!Back at the Naval Academy, even in the
1950s, we had aircraft recognition training. That became very important to me as a pilot. I had to
make a decision in about 1/125 of a second whether an aircraft was friend or foe. We learned by
looking at silhouettes on a slide projector flashed at 1/100 of a second. We looked at all of our
airplanes; we looked at airliners. We looked at every model of Russian aircraft. We looked at all
these as they were flashing in front of our eyes in the distance, impossible to recognize. Those
images were going so fast that we barely even saw them, and yet we all got 100 percent
recognition before the program was over. I realized that this amazing brain of ours stores all the
information that it takes in, and it’s there for retrieval, just like a data recording system. We
thought that the mind was like a hard drive in a computer: it stored everything, and then
hopefully we could erase the bad stuff and put new stuff in.Lately there have been phenomenal
breakthroughs in neuroscience. We’ve discovered that the brain is tremendously plastic. It
continues to adapt; the neurons change all the time as they fire. We’ve found that we can create
new neural path ways in our brains. These neural pathways become stronger with repetition until
the behavior becomes the new normal. If we look at the brain as a series of roads and surface
streets, the thoughts that we think are traffic. We used to think that the mind was like a computer
hard drive, but neuroscience has shown that we can actually change the nature of the hard drive
by inserting new information. We don’t just record over old information, and we certainly don’t
erase anything.Neuroscience has proven that we can conquer phobias. We can overcome
damage from a stroke, a heart attack, or an injury. We’ve found that the brain is much more
magnificent than we ever realized and that it’s very pliable. This has exploded many of the myths
under which I used to operate. For example, I operated on the premise that talent is all inborn:
finger dexterity, color perception, the ability to remember and work with numbers. All these
things were inborn, the results of genetic happenings to our parents, grandparents and great
grandparents. There were nineteen identifiable natural gifts, and I influenced almost fifty
thousand people to invest in natural gift testing, through which you could find out what you’re
good at. Those tests are reputable, science-based and still the best source for discovering your
innate abilities, especially when considering an academic major or career decision.Now I’ve
discovered from neuroscience that you can learn things that you didn’t originally have the
capability of doing. In other words, you could learn to play the piano even if you’re not gifted with
musical ability. I used to think you couldn’t. I thought that there were certain things that were
inborn and that it was prudent to follow the paths of least resistance.Now we’re learning that the



brain is so adaptable that you can learn how to play the piano and other things that maybe
weren’t in your repertoire or your talent pool. This opens up a whole new world for people in
terms of second careers, new hobbies, and avocations. Neuroscience has, shall we say, melded
with psychology and proved that the brain is much more ingenious and resourceful than we ever
imagined. In other words, it’s not just the way I am, not just my personality. Personality is inborn.
Behavior is learned.Yet I’ve called most people “moist robots.” That may sound a little
condescending of me; I certainly don’t feel superior to anyone else. (As I say, I feel that I’m as
good as anybody but no better than anyone.) When I talk about moist robots, it’s because I travel
all over the world—China, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe. I see all the
people on the bus, the bullet train, the street, in the restaurants, looking at their smartphones,
tethered to them as if these were the only things in their lives that guided them. We are moist.
We have skin, blood, bones. We have feelings. We have emotions. We’re human beings. But little
by little, we’ve become tethered to the digital world in such a way that we even have virtual
friends, pets, romantic partners and avatars.Technology gives us the ability to communicate on
the fly, in real-time, with anyone in the world. Every library in the world is available with a finger
touch. We can learn anything. We can keep in touch with people with whom we’ll never actually
be able to visit in person. Technology brings families closer together and enables you to see
your grandchildren on a screen live. It’s a wonderful benefit.However, technology is also the
enemy of intimacy. And intimacy means being up close and personal with one another, where
we can read between the lines by body language, the tone of voice, and facial expressions.
They’re trying to get virtual smells and virtual tastes, but it’s not the same as being present in
person. Although this is the most innovative time in history to be alive, we need to understand
that technology does get in the way of being in close, personal contact with other human beings.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “The book is improved. I read the old Psychology of Winning. The New
Psychology of Winning is definitely improved. The information is refreshing that makes it easy to
apply in today’s society. I would recommend you to read this book and change the way you look
at you. Move forward and be the winner you are.”

Amy Jacobs!, “Fantastic Book. I love Mr. Waitley, his book is so inspiring and fulfilling. It has
encouraged me to continue to move forward in publishing my journal & book!”

Andy Broadaway, “Excellent book - Denis Waitly. A classic updated to the 21st Century, easy to
follow. Inspriational. Thank you for taking a classic and updating it.”

Carol Dysart, “Love his humble, authentic commitment to making people great!. After meeting
Denis personally,I look forward sharing this latest thinking in my own work to help parents know
the importance of listening to,identifying, and then edifying the gifts they see in their own
children so they can confidently share it with the world, humbly and authentically!”

Jon Kovach Jr., “The next generation look on winning!. Denis Waitley is by far one of the greatest
experts in this topic and subject. He is an incredible author and an amazing mentor and coach to
all. He is one of the most renowned professionals in personal and professional development. His
books are always worth every dollar spent. I appreciate the examples, the stories, and the
amazing principles that way true to Standards of excellence. In this book, the new psychology of
winning, Dr. Denis Waitley Helps us to re-organize our beliefs and thoughts about the new ways
of winning in a modern age. No more we given the archaic and sometimes outdated
philosophies on this topic. Instead, he gets really in-depth about how to really win and what
winning looks like during these amazing times. 10 out of 10 would highly recommend this book
and any other book written by Dr. Denis Waitley.”

Erin Ley, “This book is a Blessing!. Denis Waitley’s books and teachings have contributed to my
wins since 1991, thriving beyond a cancer diagnosis at age 25, and continue to do so with this
AMAZING book! I LOVE this book! Thank you Denis!”

Wendie, “Must have handbook to winning in the 21st century!. The New Psychology of Winning
is the must have handbook of winning in the 21st century. Denis Waitley, uses his creative and
entertaining style to explain the top qualities necessary to win at life!”

Don G., “Winning at life will be much easier when you apply Dr Waitley’s message. Practical
knowledge about winning in life”



Jeff McCallum, “Denis does it Again!!. I loved the updated version of this book...some of the info
of course is timeless but Denis brings new concepts to the table with this book!I have ear
marked it several times...will keep as reference book for sure!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “great book. advice everybody should follow”

The book by Denis Waitley has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 57 people have provided feedback.
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